X SHORE

Sustainability Strategy

X Shore is part of shaping Agenda 2030 
for Sustainable Development
Focus on four SDGs where we can have the most impact

8.8 

Protect labour rights and promote safe and secure working
environments for all workers, including migrant workers, in particular
women migrants, and those in precarious employment

9.4

Upgrade infrastructure and retrofit industries to make them sustainable,
with increased resource-use efficiency and greater adoption of clean and
environmentally sound technologies and industrial processes, with all
countries taking action in accordance with their respective capabilities
12.5 

Substantially reduce waste generation through prevention, reduction,
recycling and reuse 

12.8 

By 2030, ensure that people everywhere have the relevant information
and awareness for sustainable development and lifestyles in harmony
with nature
14.1 

By 2025, prevent and significantly reduce marine pollution of all kinds, 

in particular from land-based activities, including marine debris and
nutrient pollution
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Three corner stones of X Shore
sustainability strategy

Pioneer CO2 net-zero, long-term sustainable boat manufacturing
First craft with a carbon net-zero footprint produced by 203
Long term sustainability, more circular material flow
Socially and ethically sustainable and traceable value chains

Enable traceless & safe ocean voyages
The power of silence – continue to reduce nois
Magnify positive impact from our crafts during their lifecycl
Increase awareness of e-boating advantages (no fossil emissions,
water & noise pollution
Expand safety tools

Champion responsibility and diversity
Strive for zero work related accidents & illnesse
Competitive advantage from a truly diverse team and inclusive cultur
Diversified craft owner and used base
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2025 Targets

Pioneer CO2 net-zero, 

longterm sustainable
boat manufacturing
Vision
Boating is an integrated part of the CO2 net-zero econom
Long term sustainable industry supported by circular principles & traceability
The world is in the midst of a climate crisis. All nations and industries must transition to
carbon net zeroin order to limit global warming as much as possible to minimize
irreversible and severe consequences for people, planet and the global economy.


X Shore strives to lead the transition of the boating industry to net zero. Increased
circularity and traceability will be key to enable the carbon net zero transition, but also help
us make our operations more efficient, ensure the highest social, ethical and environmental
standards through our value chain, and add decreased risk connected to raw materials.
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What we are proud of today
X Shore crafts are 100% electric, meaning zero tailpipe emissions and a minimal carbon footprint from
each journey.
We have started our journey towards natural and CO2 efficient materials, using cork, pre-preg1 and
eliminating the use of styrene when moving hull production in-house. When building the crafts, we have
a modular approach for worn out components and/or materials to be replaced without having an
impact on the rest of the craft. Moreover, X Shore is rated a “Cicero Dark Green” company, meaning we
contribute to climate mitigation and thus are part of shaping the future low carbon economy. By
integrating sustainability requirements into supplier selection and development, we secure high
standards on all elements of our boats, and we recently launched our Business Partner Code of
Conduct.
1 "Prepreg" is composite which has been pre-impregnated with a resin system, meaning less waste and maximum strength properties

2025 targets include
CO2 net-zero in scope 1 &
25% reduction of scope 3 CO2 footprint per boat
Key suppliers signed up to Science Based Target
Zero use in own production of chemicals on REACH Annex XIV, XVII & SIN list*
Fully traceable battery value chai
Maintain 100% Dark Green Cicero shading
* 2021 baseline. Measured per produced boat; 

** Annex XIV – chemical you need a specific permit to use; REACH Annex XVII – chemicals being phased out in certain forms; REACH SIN list –
chemicals identfied as harmful but not yet covered by legislation

2030 ambition
Our first craft with a net-zero CO2 footprint produce
We have taken circularity and traceability as far as technically & financially viable
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2025 Targets

Enable traceless &
safe ocean voyages
Vision
Sea journeys free from fossil fuels and toxic & noise pollutio
Boats shared and used efficientl
Zero accidents and injuries at sea

Traditional, combustion engine leisure boating has negative ecological impacts on ocean
life and ecosystems. Major impacts include motor noise disturbance, which causes noise
pollution that affects marine life and its behaviors in multiple ways.


In the long term, noise pollution causes permanent changes to marine life and disrupts
ecosystems. Similarly, water pollution from combustion engine’s fuel has a negative
ecological impact, as combustion engines could emit fuel directly into the water. In
addition, the tailpipe emissions from combustion engine crafts cause air pollution. With an
electric motor, water and air pollution is eliminated, as electric boat has zero tailpipe
emissions or fuel leakage, and noise is reduced. Further, safety out at sea is essential for us,
thus, we develop tools to help the users of our crafts to stay safe.
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What we are proud of today
Being 100% electric, X Shore crafts incur significantly less noise than combustion engine boats. At low
speeds, you can barely hear an X Shore approaching, which we describe as "The power of silence".
The hull colors of our crafts are deliberately chosen to blend in with nature’s own palette. We also make
X Shore voyages more easily accessible for everyone, by working with three boat sharing partners - and
counting!In terms of safety, our software platform already offers several safety features: person
overboard; geofencing, speed control and anchor watch. We continually strive to add more software
features to further increase safety at sea, as well as broaden the positive impact of our boats.


2025 targets include
Each new model/model upgrade has reduced noise level compared to previous versio
All new crafts compatible with power storage (PS) solutions & PS business model establishe
>20% of crafts are part of a sharing mode
Collecting and sharing water quality data is a common feature for new craft
Zero injuries at sea (with/ by X Shore crafts)

2030 guiding stars
Majority of crafts part of sharing solutio
X Shore craft ranked as most safe powerboa
Water data contributes to ocean preservation efforts
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2025 Targets

Champion responsibility  
and diversity
Vision
Diversity helps secure long term competitive advantage and outperformanc
Zero work related accidents & illnesse
Diversified owner & user base

A diverse and inclusive team, as well as a high focus on safety in production, is essential at
X Shore. We believe it will make X Shore successful and competitive in the long term. 


Delivering on the SDGs* will require leadership skills that encourage new perspectives and
facilitate fruitful collaborations. We strive to increase diversity at the workplace, but also in
our customer base, aiming for a more diverse user base for our products. Also, we deem it
extremely important to take responsibility for our workers safety at X Shore. Work health &
safety is serious business, manufacturing of transport products is one of the sectors facing
the most injuries annually. Boat production includes chemicals and other materials and
procedures that can imply health & safety risks. 


The X Shore people are our most important assets, and we want to make sure that they do
not endure any injuries, but rather thrive, at work
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What we are proud of today
We have deliberately recruited a gender and age diverse top management team, with 46% women
and an age span of 20 years. Our Board consists of 50% women and has an age span of 6 years.
We actively encourage local candidates of non-Swedish origin to apply for jobs at our new factory in
Nyköpingand we also actively work to avoid unconscious bias in our recruiting process, by masking
name and gender until we have decided to meet the candidatein question. In terms of safety, we have
designed the production process at Industries with a high attention to employee health, safety &
wellbeing, using top of the class equipment and procedures.

2025 targets include
100% of employees own share
YoY reduction in accidents & injuries
100% of injuries and accidents being reported 


For all departments, management & Board:
Min. 40/60 gender split
Min. 20 year age span (bigger is better!)
No salary discrimination of minority groups


2030 guiding stars
Zero workplace accident
Our employee demography mirrors the communities where we operate
Our user base spans across age groups, genders, socio economic groups and ethnicity
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